CACI’s unique expertise and distinctive technology address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission challenges. We are proud of our outstanding record of service, but it is our ongoing innovation and drive for excellence that strengthen our relationships with defense, intelligence, and civilian customers and lead to our success.

CACI is at the forefront of developing and delivering technological breakthroughs that transform and optimize government operations. We invest ahead of need and rapidly prototype signals intelligence, electronic warfare, full-spectrum cyber, and photonics technologies to counter emerging threats and enable multi-domain operations. We are advancing the protection of vital communications and IT infrastructure, and our advances in deep learning are solving complex problems at scale. Our data fusion and visualization technologies aid customers in decision-making, while our business process automation tools shorten timelines and enhance productivity.
CACI provides EXPERTISE and TECHNOLOGY to ENTERPRISE and MISSION customers in support of national security missions and government transformation.

Business Systems and Business Process Services
Our technological expertise, Agile-at-scale methodologies, and deep customer understanding enable secure business system evolution, increase productivity, and optimize resources.

Enterprise IT
CACI pioneered secure, enterprise cloud solutions for DoD, IC, and civilian agencies. We design, implement, sustain, protect, and manage secure information technology infrastructure to enhance performance and ensure end-user satisfaction.

C4ISR and Cyber
CACI supports multi-domain operations with integrated command, control, communications, and computers (C4) technology and networks, as well as software-defined full-spectrum cyber and electronic warfare systems.

Mission Support
CACI facilitates the secure and efficient flow of materials and supplies across the globe. Our Tradecraft Tailored to Operations™ approach to intelligence support improves collection, analysis, dissemination and informed decision-making.

Engineering Services
CACI enhances platforms and applications to improve servicemember and unit situational awareness, mobility, lethality, and survivability. We conduct software vulnerability analysis and harden technology to protect against malicious actors.

Excellence Built on Our Distinctive Culture
There are two pillars to CACI’s culture. The first is character — our commitment to ethics and integrity in all we do. The second is innovation — our dedication to advancement and excellence. Hiring talented people, recognizing and rewarding hard work and innovation, and delivering our best effort every time: these remain our focus, our strategy, and the keys to our success.